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G A M E

•GAME-FI – Gaming Finance or Game-fied Finance. This term denotes a staking and evolution system that applies game-like strategy to
the crypto market. Each investors decision impacts the decision of the next and how much they will benefit from their strategy.
•STAKING – The act of depositing tokens into a central accumulation pool with the prospect of gaining additional rewards.

•BURN/BURN RATES – Refers to the number of tokens that are destroyed per transaction.
•REDISTRIBUTION FEE – The percentage amount that is taken from each transaction and is re-allocated into value adding ventures.

•TOKENOMICS – A variation from the word Economics, meaning Token economics.
•NFTS – Also known as Non-Fungible Tokens, are units of data that are stored on a block-chain. This data can be represented as
photos,
video, audio, or other types of digital files. Copies can be made of these NFTs however, original ownership can be tracked via the block-chain.
•MANUAL SWAP – The process of migrating a community from one block-chain onto another with the onus being on the investor to
make the swap. This process generally involves the token owner depositing their tokens into a central wallet and receiving a new token
in its place.
•AIR DROP – The process of migrating a community from one block-chain onto another with the onus being on the developers. This
process involves the developers taking a snapshot of all token holders, their wallet addresses and distributing all new tokens to those
addresses.

G A M E F I
Gaming Finance, evolutionary staking and revolutionary NFT development.
GameFi’s PIKA, an ERC-20 project, represents the best of both worlds, cutting edge tokenomics and
digital asset management as well as real world game involvement. Our goal is to revolutionize the
NFT and gaming crypto sphere to create a more game-like environment in defi, with developmental
goals and revolutionary potential. Since our inception we have strived to set the standard of what
cryptocurrencies should be and we always endeavor to find new and exciting ways to add value to
our community.

To us here at the GameFi, PIKA is the Pioneer, it is the icon in its field, it is simply the
greatest representation of our Ecosystem that we can show to you! By having Gaming
systems, creative staking, and uniquely designed liquidity models, this means that when you
step into our GameFi
world, you are bound to experience something you have never experienced in crypto before! For
starters, check out our new Liquidity provisions contract.
First it is important to understand how Uniswap Liquidity Pools work. Uniswap works with 2
liquidity pools tied together, one pool of ETH and one pool of PIKA. Both liquidity pools have the
same value. The price you pay when buying or selling tokens on Uniswap is determined by these
liquidity pools. The more you put into one liquidity pool, the more you get out of the second one.
This also means the more liquidity there is, the less impact a big trade has.

P I K A
PIKA is an ERC-20 Token developed on the Ethereum network. With developments in NonFungible Tokens (NFT’s), reward-based gaming systems and staking, this cryptocurrency is
setting the trend for all new-comers into the crypto-sphere. Pika will be used to boost
earnings in Cyber Rogue games, NFT purchases on TheKraft, Staking, and more!
Welcome ladies and gentlemen, to the future! A dichotomy of defi and gaming.

When providing liquidity, you need to put in an equal value of both, ETH and PIKA into uniswap. In
return you receive LP (liquidity provider) tokens which you can use later to remove your liquidity
again. As a reward, liquidity providers also earn 0.3% on every trade on Uniswap.

Now for the specifics of our contract, everyone from the community has the option to provide
liquidity, and the protocol is sponsoring it! What does that mean exactly? As previously
mentioned, both ETH and PIKA need to be provided equally. You provide ETH and the smart

PIKA technically, is a small, mountain-dwelling mammal found in Asia and North America, with

contract will give you the pika to provide for free! After your tokens become unlocked again and

short- limbs, a very round body, even coat of fur and no external tail, it is closest to representing a

you are done providing liquidity, the PIKA is yours to keep.

hybrid between a mouse and a rabbit.

STRATEGY
Our investors, with their PIKA coins can opt for multiple strategies on how to profit;
HODL, Stake, Earn, Buy & Sell. All these options can prove to be profitable!

•GAMING At the heart of our system is gaming. We are working on multiple Assets with multiple
mini-games, expansions, NFTs, and more to create a interactive experience to the blockchain.
Under the Cyber Rogues name, games will be free to play for everyone! Users can unlock play to

•HODL (Hold On for Dear Life): You buy your PIKA, and you decide to hold onto it and not

earn by buying and holding a cyber rogue NFT. Cyber Rogues will be expanding to multiple

participate in any of our ecosystem methods. This is a legitimate strategy. With a variable

games and expansions. Elders of Ki is one of our biggest gaming projects. It will be a massive

supply tokenomic model, this means that simply holding your coins can boost your overall

multiplayer online trading card game. As we work to develop a competitive and exciting trading

percentage of total ownership over time.

card game for all, we are creating a whole world with lore, factions, creatures, and more to get
involved in.

•STAKE: You buy your PIKA and decide that you want to enter it into our lucrative staking systems.
This is a strategy more for the long-term holder. How is this model better than HODL do you ask?

•BUY & SELL: This is the most common method that most investors will generally utilize, the

The long-term strategy with staking is to accumulate a larger supply of PIKA, this can take time

old; “Buy low, Sell high” mentality. This is a very well tried and tested method and can make all

but ultimately can prove to be an incredibly lucrative option because at the end of the day, the

investors profitable if played correctly, it can also be the riskiest strategy. The PIKA Project loves

person who holds more PIKA, has more power to play our systems for profit!

people that utilize this method because it allows our tokenomics to really shine through! Each
transaction has a percentage for beefing up of our staking pools, LP, and makerting. It really is
the lifeblood of our ecosystem!

SCENARIO:
you buy 1 ETH worth of PIKA now / you provide 1 ETH into the liquidity contract: You receive
approx. 30B PIKA (or 1 ETH + 30B Pika go into the LP)

LIQUIDITY POOL
AKA LIQUIDITY PROVISIONS CONTRACT

SCENARIO 1: PIKA DOES 10X
• - If you bought Pika and now you sell after the 10x, you get 10 ETH
• - If you provided liquidity, you get back around 3 ETH and 10B PIKA (now also worth 3 ETH)

If the price goes 10x your profit through the liquidity provision will be around 6 ETH, so 4 ETH less,
The Liquidity provision is a pool combined of ETH and PIKA and is a convergence of code from our

than if you just bought and held (this is called impermanent loss)

custom smart contract and uniswap’s smart contract system. There are more risks involved here
so it’s important to understand how liquidity provision works before using the liquidity contract!
Honestly, this isn’t meant for everyone.
There are certain financial risks with liquidity provision and if you don’t understand them, just

SCENARIO 2: PIKA DOES 0.1X
• - buy: if you sell after the 0.1x you get 0.1 ETH back
• - liquidity: you get back 0.3 ETH and around 100B PIKA(now also worth 0.3 ETH)

hold your PIKA, or buy more.
IN DETAIL:
All right, here is the math for the liquidity provision (this does not consider any fees). Also, this
calculation is independent of the USD value of PIKA because the pool is ETH/PIKA. If I’m talking
about a 10x, I’m not talking about a USD 10x but a 10x compared to the price of ETH.

Uniswap works with 2 liquidity pools, one pool of ETH and one pool of PIKA. Both liquidity pools
have the same value. The price you pay when buying or selling tokens on Uniswap is determined by
these liquidity pools. The more you put into one liquidity pool, the more you get out of the second
one. This also means the more liquidity there is, the less impact a big trade has.
When providing liquidity, you need to put in an equal value of both, ETH and PIKA into uniswap.
In return you receive LP (liquidity provider) tokens which you can use later to remove your
liquidity again. As a reward, liquidity providers also earn 0.3% on every trade on Uniswap.

WHEN PROVIDING LIQUIDITY WITH THE
CONTRACT, YOU HAVE TWO OPTIONS:
1.You can withdraw your LP tokens after 6 months

2.Your LP tokens gradually unlock over the span of 1 year (e.g. you can withdraw 25% of the tokens
after 3 months, 50% after 6 months, etc.)

After your LP tokens are unlocked, it’s up to you to decide what you want to do, either keep providing
liquidity and keep earning the trading fees or remove your liquidity and keep the ETH and PIKA!
It’s important to note that if you provide liquidity, you will not receive the exact amount of ETH back
that you are providing. The amount of PIKA and ETH you receive when removing liquidity again after
some months is based on the price. If for example the price of pika goes up, you get more ETH and
less pika out and vice versa.

Here at GameFi we have a saying; “Our ecosystem can be as complicated or as simple as you want it
to be”. So, let’s break it all down, shall we?

PIKA is the main coin in our ecosystem. With an initial supply of 50,000,000,000,000

PIKA token. This token is designed to be the powerhouse of our whole ecosystem from Cyber Fighters,
Cyber Rogues future games, Elders of Ki, and more.

STAKING V2 POOL
PIKA STAKING
2% from Pika transactions

BENEFITS
•- no more claim periods staking rewards automatically accumulate
•- Rewards paid in ETH for all transactions
•- special bonus drops receive NFT drops and booster packs randomly for staking!
•- the longer you stake, the higher your probability to receive a special bonus
drop!

DISCLAIMER:
•All rewards that are claimed are subject to gas fees, this is a part of the Blockchain network costs can greatly vary
depending on which chain you are using and the team at PIKA only recommend staking your PIKA if you believe you
will earn more in rewards then what the cost of the transaction fees would be.

Overview:
Cyber Rogues are the new generational and futuristic masterpieces. Built
around 25 kinetic android leaders which command 7777 unique troops on
the Ethereum blockchain, the project unites limited edition traits, stateof-the-art munitions and a vibrant and cool community.

Free To Play:
We are changing up the Blockchain space by creating a game first.
Making sure the game is fun, competitive, and captivating for all ages to
play and enjoy. No wallet connection required, no signing anything, just
download and playu on IOS and Android.

Play To Earn:
With any Cyber Rogues Game, if you own a Cyber Rogue NFT, you unlock
Play to earn. This means when you connect to our main site, you can cash
out your in game earnings for ETH. All earnings for our systems pay out in
ETH. Use PIKA to boost your ETH earnings.

Cyber Rogue Generals:
Cyber Rogue Generals are the 25 kinetic android leaders. These NFTs not
only earn in game but for everyone that cashes out (based on the rarity of
their Cyber Rogue), you get a percentage of their winnings. This makes
the generals have passive income. For those who do not care to play the
game, this is a great way to still reap some rewards!

ONLINE TRADING
CARDGAME( TCG)

DEVELOPMENT STUDIO COLLABORATION PHASE – This is where we
research, negotiate and select a development studio that will create our
TCG to the extent upon which we have designed. This needs to be carefully
chosen and due diligence and research will be undertaken. Development

This is one of the big development projects for us! A big goal but an Phase – Development of the TCG is underway, alpha and beta testing will
achievable one! With the contacts that we’re building in the art and gaming be done during this phase.
development sector, we will be looking to create one of crypto’s best online
trading card games! The difference with ours; You’ll be able to win PIKA The team will be looking to recruit game testers from the community for
from winning games! Our NFT tokenomic structure will allow for a portion this purpose.
of all sales to be fed into a reward system for our TCG.
QUALITY ASSURANCE PHASE & WEBSITE INTEGRATION PHASE – The
This whitepaper will be updated once development has most critical phase of our TCG development. This is where we need testers progressed
further on this front! Currently development indicates that to deliberately try to break the game, the website, and the integration of the game will be
housed on our website and feed into our website both systems.
system. This will enable us to create a massive network that all
interweaves with each other; TCG, Marketplace, Profiles & NFTs, all We will also be implementing reward systems during this phase and doing
existing within the same network, all interchangeable and all with rigorous security and quality assurance checks.
ways to make profit. The TCG will be formed around endangered and
extinct animals. The premise of the game is that these animals have The development process will be communicated to our community in an been
transported to another realm where they take on more humanistic open and transparent manner, we understand that investors want a detailed
tendencies, such as the ability to wear armor and carry weapons. The schedule of when this will be completed but until we proceed further into NFTs
being developed will be playable in the TCG.development, we will reserve the right to release this information.
As this is a significant financial outlay for the team, this project will
take time to develop, we are breaking it up into 3 core phases:

*The Online Trading Card Game is in concept/design phase and this

CONCEPT & DESIGN PHASE – Game design, artwork, table structure

page will be updated as developments continue.

and game formatting is all designed in this phase.

THEKRAFT NFT MARKETPLACE
•THEKRAFT WILL BE AN NFT MARKETPLACE THAT EMBODIES THE MEANING OF #GAMEFI.

Here at TheKraft, we have a space where NFT game players and artists can collect and create NFTs. Through a
unique collection method and with holding incentives for NFTs and PIKA, we have created a unique way to
interact with NFTs. TheKraft is all about art and games, specifically blockchain based games and the best art
to go along with it. Being a product of GameFi means not only that you have perks for holding PIKA but also
that it is more than just about blockchain gaming but also traditional gaming and the merging of the two.
Other game NFTs will be on TheKraft platform as well so you can have one place to review and trade all your
gaming NFTs.
We have integrated systems into our Marketplace to allow us to list any ERC-20 token we want. We will be
using this to help newer communities add utility to their tokens by allowing their token to get listed and
users having the ability to buy with that token and receive sells in that token. This gives TheKraft a
competitive advantage over other marketplaces. With the lowest fees in the industry, multi-token system,
Lazy minting, and User polls to vote on tokens, we have created TheKraft to be for the people.

We have a special collection of exclusive artists that we have contracted with from all over the world to bring
some of the most breathtaking and awe inspiring NFT artwork onto TheKraft. This is just the beginning though;
we are working with gaming studios and artists to bring the most exciting NFT marketplace for users to
interact with. Even after the release of TheKraft we will continue to improve the functionality. We enjoy
interacting with our community and take comments on ways to improve seriously.

WHY THEKRAFT?
WITH ALL THE NFT PLATFORMS, WHY SHOULD A
CRYPTO USER PREFER THEKRAFT?

TheKraft has the lowest tax fee of current NFT platforms, its only 2% fee
on each transaction. There are discounts and rewards built into
TheKraft when buyers/sellers are dealing with GameFi’s Tokens.
TheKraft is totally focused on avante garde artists and gaming NFTs,
which means that we are aggregating multiple solutions for them, this
will lead to more art pieces on the platform, and more buyers’ attention
in a growing cycle. Lazy minting! This permits Krafters to release their
creations to the public without paying any gas fees to mint their NFTs.
The first buyers of these NFTs will be paying for the NFT and at the same
time will make the initial supply of that art piece; No risk for the artist on
paying minting fees for something that might not sell.

BUYING AND SELLING
Buying and selling on TheKraft is easy enough for people new to NFTs
We have considered that some users may be coming to TheKraft for their
first NFT creation or purchase. To make the experience easier, our team
has created a user friendly environment, complete with tutorials, and we
have influencers ready to help with some content creation.

It is likely that a majority of the problems that users will experience will
be about gas fees and costs. Our development team is working on it to
have a good UX/UI, and yes, like any other system we have to educate
our users when they become confused. As these questions arise, we
will adapt TheKraft to provide a smoother experience.

A Crypto investor wants affordable prices for NFTs, Rarer NFTs where
they can do some money on it, and an easy-to-use platform, TheKraft
provides a simple platform where they can sell and buy their NFTs
quickly and easily. Multiple variables can define the rarity of a good, so
it’s up to users to decide how they wanna play inside the platform.

INCENTIVES
THESE WILL HELP USER RETENTION AND GROWTH:
Payment with many different currencies in ETH(ERC20)
network, Polygon, BSC and eventually BSV A reliable and good
showcase for their NFTs;

Forexample,wearedevelopingtheabilitysowecanstartoffering
to users the possibility of paying with several tokens available
on the market. That token developers are now spreading to their

Bring attention from Gaming public to the ‘niche’ NFT

communities that their tokens are accepted into TheKraft to

Marketplace. Opensea, rarible and other marketplaces are in

purchasetheirNFTcollections.Inbenefit ofbringingvolumetous,

general use and cluttered. TheKraft is being created to be the

wecanofferthemtopaytheirartistswiththeirtokensandgenerate

High Art and Gaming NFTs marketplace. So, when you think

volume for them as well (we can negotiate it case by case).

about getting an NFT for Gaming Use, you are going to think
about TheKraft. When you are thinking about the finest art in the
NFT world you are thinking about TheKraft.

So, if you have a token, we can likely manage to include your token
as a payment option into TheKraft Gateway, PIKA gets volume
because it is part of the GameFi ecosystem, your token receives a

TheKraft is leading the pack on what an NFT marketplace should

Badge and also becomes part of GameFi Ecosystem, receives

look like and as time goes on it will become apparent that

volume from the NFTs revenue and will also add more utility for

TheKraft is going to pioneer NFTs and the possibilities they hold.

your token.

Every ERC20, BSC, BSV or Polygon token is eligible for
partnerships with TheKraft. The reason is, TheKraft permits
buyers to pay using different tokens, and pays the artist with
tokens that are part of the GameFi ecosystem.

WEBSITES
The backbone of our ecosystem is our website! Everything of importance runs through it and all
future developments focus on it! If you haven’t bookmarked our site yet, do it now:
https://www.pikacrypto.com
https://www.thekraft.io
If you participate in our ecosystem then you will be dealing with our websites on a more and more
on a regular basis! The most exciting integrations onto our websites:

•ONLINE TRADING CARD GAME
•MARKETPLACE FOR BUYING AND SELLING NFTS
•PROFILE SYSTEM FOR INVESTORS TO SHOWCASE NFTS, TROPHIES
& OTHER INFORMATION
•STAKING
•MORE IN FUTURE!

Our profile system may be one of our most exciting website developments, this enables our
investors to create an account on TheKraft. It enables investors to showcase NFTs, accumulate
rewards for claiming, whether it be staking rewards or Online Trading Card Game rewards.

•$500 Airdrop Giveaway
•Join Telegram, Discord and Tag 3 friends to join the giveaway
•$150,000 Market Cap focused giveaway organized by a group of the biggest holders
•Reach a targeted market cap and members of the community win an allocation of the

MARKETING
At PIKA Crypto we have multiple approaches to marketing. The crypto space is such a congested and
competitive market that to really stand out, a project must apply multiple marketing methods to be
effective. The model that we use is as follows:

$150,000 prize pool based on two market cap levels.
•Gaming Tournaments
•Organizing community specific gaming competitions with PIKA prizes for winners
•Region Targeted With the aim of penetrating a particular demographic and geographical
region of the world.
•This is a targeted campaign with the purpose of raising the projects awareness in those
regions. Examples of this style of marketing.

Grass Roots – This is marketing that targets our initial investor base with the implied effect of
consolidating our base and creating a word-of-mouth method of marketing. These campaignsare
designed to benefit our core community, the following are examples of methods we have used.

•Selected Exchange Listings – Selecting Crypto Exchanges based on their geographical
location and targeted demographic
•Poster/Billboard Advertisements – More immediate impact forms of promotion, expensive
but effective in impact. Previous examples of crypto projects using this method includes.
New York Time Square Billboards, Burj Khalifa (Dubai) Building Advertisement and Piccadilly
Billboards.

GLOBAL

CONCLUSION

PIKA Crypto strives day in and day out to forge a new genre in the crypto space;

Designed to be the broadest and widest range of marketing.
Purpose is to raise brand awareness of the project and create
buzz about the project. Examples that PIKA Crypto have and will

GameFi. By Gamifying crypto, we’re allowing our investors to benefit from multiple

utilize;

different strategies; HODL, Stake, Earn and Trade. Giving Users multiple ways to
Succeed and receive ETH in our ecosystem.

•DEXTOOLS BANNER – Receiving approximately 200M page
views per month, Dextools is a hub of the Ethereum network
cryptanalysis. Placing prominent advertisement campaigns
that is sure to be mimicked by many projects moving forward.
On this platform directly targets our main target market with
the team is also blazing the way forward when it comes to value adding
most effectiveness.
developments. Add into this, a to-be-developed Online Trading Card Game,
•COINGECKO ADVERTISEMENTS – In the same vein to
Dextools banners, CoinGecko receives a large amount ofthat is going to be the global example of how crypto and gaming can blend,
traffic through its platform and allows PIKA Crypto to tapwith the added benefit of investors being able to earn PIKA, METRA and KI
into that market.simply by winning games!
•GLOBAL BRAND AMBASSADORS – Harnessing the power of
celebrities to promote and push the project into the people’s
With the ability to market to a wide variety of investors, both serious and
consciousness in a more visible manner. Taking the form of
casual, PIKA Crypto promises to be a project that is widely adopted by the
partnerships (similar to PIKA Partners), however on a much
market and with targeted marketing campaigns designed to raise
larger scale. This form of marketing involves contractual
awareness and brand recognition, what you’re seeing from the team now is
agreements with celebrities in conjunction with mainstream
media forms of advertisements.merely the beginning!
•ESPORTS ORGANIZATIONS – Whether partnering with
existing eSports organizations or establishing a PIKA CryptoWhether you are a current investor or one simply looking into our project, this
based team(s), this aims to target the gaming specific market
is one project you will be hearing a lot more from.
with the aim of raising awareness of the project. Targeted
marketing in this field would include trading card teams

HERE AT PIKA CRYPTO,
WE ARE THE PIONEERS OF GAMEFI
HOW WILL YOU PLAY THE GAME?

Linktr.ee/GameFiAG

